Organizations such as IT industry, colleges and Scientists regularly encounter problems to handle large data sets for their different purpose in many areas as for example biological research. These limitations also affect internet search to fetch data, business for analysis etc. So it is simply needed generalized but special types of compression algorithm for dissimilar data to get utmost saving percentage. In this article Compression of biological data that is single and double strand DNA and single strand RNA have been considered. Since biological data are less random compare to any text data that means redundancy within the sequences are more but they have some special property as for example different types of repeat one of such repeat is called dinucleotide repeat .This type of repeat are more in any sequence. Here the two proposed algorithm are based on this repeat using static fixed length LUT for input file and output file mapping.
INTRODUCTION
Till now in most of the nucleic acid sequences compression algorithm, only completely specified bases that are A, C, G and T/U [1] [2] . That means if any sequence contains some of the incompletely bases, although it is a rare case then those techniques will not be adequate. So there is need of some different algorithm which has the generalized property. That means those techniques can handle only four completely bases [3] [4] [5] as well as eleven incompletely specified bases. The primary bases are adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) which are exist in both DNA and RNA sequence, thymine (T) only in DNA and uracil (U) in RNA respectively. The above said symbols are typically called bases in genome. Other than theses symbols there may exists some intermittent and incompletely specified bases in nucleic acid sequences these are K, M, R, S, W, Y, B, D, H, V, N respectively [6] . The incompletely specified bases can be represent in terms of A, C, G and T/U where Keto (K) may be G or T, Amino (M) A or C, Puine (R) A or G, S C or G, W A or T, Pyrimidine (Y) C or T all of these having 50% probability between two primary bases. The following bases which may have one of the three primary bases are B -C or G or T, D A or G or T, H A or C or T and V A or C or G respectively. The last one N may be A or C or G or T. The above said bases relevant for both deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) and ribonucleic acids (RNA) respectively. The only difference is in T and U in case RNA it is U where T for DNA. So the deduction of RNA sequences from the subsequent DNA sequences is just a replacement of all occurrence of U by T in the corresponding incompletely specified bases. Since the difference between DNA and RNA is just by single bases so storing process are quite equivalent both for DNA and RNA. So programmer need not to make different data bank for DNA and RNA. Here no discrimination between lower and upper case letters have been considered also i.e. "A" is equivalent to "a" and so on. All symbols have their corresponding complement but only for DNA not for RNA they are A-T, C-G, K-M, M-K, R-Y, Y-R, B-V, D-H, H-D, and V-B. Some symbols are self complement they are S, W, and N.
BRIEF REVIEW
There have a lot of pre-existing DNA sequence compression. Here only few of them have been explained. Some authors use the property approximate repeat [7] . Approximate repeats are subsequences of a sequence which can be transformed into a copy of the original previous subsequences using edit operations such as substitution, insertion and deletion. But the searching process is time consuming, to save time greedy approach misses long repeats which prohibits from receiving high compression.
The tandem repeat finder [8] which is a program to analyze DNA sequences. It is used to find the two or more contiguous exact or approximate pattern in a sequence. It helps to find which portions of a genomic sequence are similar and which are not.
Another compression, which divides the entirely scanned DNA sequence into factors of length four, is Hashbased (Ateet Mehta et al, 2010) [9] and as its name itself suggests, the algorithm initially builds a hash table and assigns a unique character to each of the factors which act as the hash key. Each factor of length four is assigned corresponding unique characters to each of the factors. But this algorithm doesn"t consider any junk characters in the sequence.
In this article completely specified as well as all incompletely specified bases have been considered. So here the proposed compression techniques are more flexible to switch a wide variety of bases.
Rest of the article organized as follows. Section 3 two proposed generalized and specially designed algorithms which 
PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
This article contains two proposed algorithms B2 (Block Two) and B2DNR (Block Two of Dinucleotide Repeats) respectively as explained below. These two algorithms are based on four possible fundamentals. These are explained below respectively.
Static fixed length Look up table
Both algorithms are based on mapping implemented by static fixed length LUT.
Here all the input sequences are of frequent and rarely specified bases in nucleic acid sequences {A, C, G, T or U} 
ASCII characters
Here some chosen 8 bit ASCII characters are used.
In both algorithms, as the total number of ASCII character required is 225 so among 256 available ASCII character 225 can be selected easily. So the number of remaining characters are (256-225) = 31. Out of which 15 possible input characters not be used. Now the remaining characters are (31-15) = 16. Two characters gives new line and five characters do not give correct mapping, so the remaining (16-2-5) = 9 characters are used for repeat count. 
Line length
Line length in the sequence is the number of bytes in a line.
If the length of a line in the sequences is even then there will be no extra character, if it is odd then there will be extra character. In both algorithms if there are any extra character exist then we keep it as it is. 
Dinucleotide repeats
One of the properties in the sequences is dinucleotide repeats.
In B2DNR this feature has been used by counting the number of dinucleotide repeats occur in the sequence. But at a time not more than nine repeats have been counted. If there are more than nine repeats then recount the repeats.
E.g. ACACACACACACACACACACACAC
Here total twelve blocks are same. So from index eight recounts started.
B2 and B2DNR compression algorithm
The compression and decompression are just reverse process.
B2 Compression algorithm
Input: Text file contains completely and incompletely specified bases in the biological sequences respectively. Step3: An input file of bases is taken to read data.
Step4: An output file is opened to write the compressed data.
Step5: Read the input file line wise.
Step6: Calculate the line length. Step1: A List which adds 15 possible bases in the sequence.
Step2: A HashMap map string of length two (all possible) to chosen ASCII characters.
Step3: An input file of bases is taken to read data.
Step6 
RESULTS
Here the above said techniques are applied on twelve sequences [10] of size in bp (base pair).
These are six Homo sapiens, sequences: IL4, transcript variant 1 (IL4, 1); IL4, transcript variant 2 (IL4, 2); MT1F; Rattus norvegicus; SERF2 and TP53AIP1, transcript variant 3 (TP53AIP1) respectively. Three Zea mays, sequences: HDZIV13_OCL13, ZM_BFc0038A03 and ZM_BFb0129K09 respectively. Three Mus musculus sequences: 496.1h6-3, 496.1H6-5S and IST15114H3 respectively. We have calculated compression factor and saving percentages by different techniques. 
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
There are different compression techniques available usually like WinZIP, WinRAR, Gzip, Bzip2 etc but they are not appropriate for the compression of nucleic acid sequences due to some special property of those sequences. Therefore need of some specialized compression algorithms for those sequences. Although there have been different algorithm developed using the property of tandem repeat, approximate repeat, Interspersed repeats and complementary nature of DNA sequences. But those algorithms can handle only completely specified bases.
The proposed algorithms can hold both completely and all incompletely specified bases as well as use the best possible redundant property i.e. dinucleotide repeat in the sequence. Also the memory requirement, compression factor, saving percentage and compression time are good compare to the existing algorithms as shown by the above experiential results and graph. More the compression factor and saving percentage means sequence length is very less after compression
FUTURE WORK
Develop a compression algorithm to compresses any sequence level wise. That means input sequences will pass through more than one compression techniques to produce final compress data.
